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Recall and Understanding

What’s happening with TikTok?
Look at the pictures, then write a four-sentence summary of  today's Lowdown.

Was there anything that surprised you about this story?

What questions do you still have? 

Your digital footprint is the data you
leave behind, every time you go
online.
It can be active - things you mean to
share:

comments,  posts,  videos and
photos

Or passive - things you didn’t set out
to share:

location,  websites you’ve visited,  
things you’ve bought or searched
for and your IP address

It’s a good idea to check your privacy
settings to make sure you only share
what you want to.

What’s a Digital Footprint?

Do you think the government are right to be concerned?
Why or why not?
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Complex sentences and conjunctions

Complex Conjunctions Board Game

The Rules

1.   Each player places their counter on the Start/Finish square. They also
write their name on a scorecard.

2.   Players take turns rolling the die and moving in an anticlockwise direction
around the board.

3.   When landing on a square, follow the directions or use the conjunction to
make a complex sentence. Players may use the sentence starter cards to help
them, but receive a bonus point if they create their own complete sentence
about a story from the podcast.

4.   If a player is successful, they win the number of points written in the
square. If unsuccessful, they wait on that square until their next turn when
they try again. If they are unsuccessful twice, they may roll and move on.

7.   Players count up their points. The player with the most points wins.

6.   Players continue moving around the board until a player lands directly on
the Start/Finish square. When one player lands on the Start/Finish square
the game is over.

5.   When a player is sent to another square, they must make a sentence with
the word on that square on their next turn.

You will need to provide: a counter or token for each player, a pencil to
keep score and one six-sided die.



The US government plans to
ban TikTok

Sentence Starter Cards

The town of Margate held a
crab joke competition

Elephants Pak Boon and
Tang Mo are leaving Taronga

Zoo

Her album topped the
music charts in the UK, US,

and Australia

You go online to play 
Roblox

The crab did not cross the
road

You can ask your parents
about Madonna

The kids found many jokes
funny

The elephants are packing
their trunks

Some kids are going back to
school today

Lots of kids enjoying
streaming 

YouTube clips

Chinese company Byte Dance
currently owns a portion of

TikTok



Score Cards

Player One Player Two Player Three Player Four

Totals

Player One Player Two Player Three Player Four

Totals

Player One Player Two Player Three Player Four

Totals
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